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Mt. 25:14-30

The parable of the talents

Themes. Spiritual  responsibility;  Christian service; spiritual stewardship of our time, abilities and resources.
This parable, also called the parable of the pounds, is told in another form known as the parable of the minas in
Lk. 19:12-27. 

Notes.
A talent is a Greek name (talanton, ‘a balance’) given to a Hebrew measure of weight (kikkar, ‘circle’),

which was the largest Hebrew measure of weight for gold, silver, and other metals, and later a system of coins
that  stood for  silver talents.  Though there may have been different kinds of talents,  one talent  here would
generally be worth 34kg in silver, so in this parable it was $1000-2000 in modern terms1. This parable occurs in
the context of two parables about judgment and the end times (the Ten Virgins and the Sheep and the Goats),
and of God separating the godly from the ungodly. 

“Well done” refers to the servant’s behavior and faithfulness, not the fact that he earned money for the
master. The master is concerned with fruitfulness and effectiveness, not money, but more importantly, with the
servants’ behavior, and their proper motivations and attitudes. When the king master hands over unused talents
to the servant who already had five, it seems unfair. But he distributes his gifts based on faithfulness and ability,
not need. 

The parable is complex because it is applicable in several ways. In the context of the parables before and
after it, it is about judgment and reckoning when Christ returns. We see the ungodly, who were given talents and
blessings, who misused them, and who are judged accordingly, and the godly, who are rewarded. Thus, it is
eschatalogical (that is, focused on the end times – Christ’s return, the Judgment, and the eternal order of things).
It also  applies to how we will be evaluated by God at the end for how well we have served him. For believers,
our salvation is decided, and this not about our salvation, but about some kind of responsibilities and reward in
heaven, though we are given no information about what kinds of rewards or responsibilities are involved, and it
would be vain and self-indulging for us to speculate. This is the “evaluation” of our Christian lives referred to in
1 Cor. 3:10-152. 

On the other hand, it is applicable in a practical way to our lives. As an experienced mature Christian will

1 A mina was about three month’s wages. Since Jesus was an itinerant preacher and rabbi, he would have told the same basic sermon in different forms
and variations, depending on the occasion, audience, and purpose. The parable of the minas has a stronger message of warning and judgment for the
unsaved, proud, or stubborn listeners, as well as a stronger messianic theme. In the parable of the talents, Jesus is mainly talking to his disciples.  
2 Some think that this refers to reward in the sense of responsibilities in administering and working in a restored paradise after Christ returns (either in a
literal 1000-year divine kingdom on earth if you hold to that view, or simply the eternal order of things that God sets up after the Judgment). This makes
sense, since heaven as described at the end of Revelation is like the Garden of Eden in Genesis, a paradise garden where we work (as a blessing, not a
necessity or punishment) and enjoy God’s presence. However, there is danger in focusing too much on heavenly rewards. Some like to indulge in
speculative theories or imaginings about heavenly rewards, which turns into a sort of legalism in which we serve God on earth for the purpose of earning
heavenly rewards. This is not only speculative theology, but also self-centered. We are to serve God because God himself is our reward. Any specifics of
heavenly rewards (which God graciously gives, and which we don’t deserve) are deliberately not described in detail in the Bible, because God doesn't
want us to waste our time with speculative or self-indulgent man-made theological rabbit trails. 
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tell you, when we serve God faithfully with whatever limited spiritual abilities and faithfulness we have, God
will reward us with greater responsibilities, opportunities to serve, and reward – mainly reward of a spiritual
nature, not material rewards. (In fact, we have to be careful not to equate material wealth with divine blessing;
in fact, having wealth could be a test of our faith – one that many people tend to fail, from God’s point of view.)
When we live up faithfully to the knowledge and responsibilities that God has given us, he rewards us with
more, and thus we grow in our service, personal ministry, and spiritual effectiveness. 

The lazy servant is faulted not just for not earning the master money. He abused the master’s trust, kept the
money for himself, and made the other servants to all the work. This is the ungodly, unbelieving person, who
has held on to whatever blessings and gifts God has given, who has treated them as his/her own, and has not
used them for God. Yet the servant implies that the master is unjust and exploits others, when in fact he is very
generous with the good servants. This says something about the wrong attitudes that the ungodly or unsaved
hold toward God. This person will be judged in a way that Jesus, as usual, leaves deliberately vague, but one
that indicates great emotional suffering and some form of overpowering darkness as a sort of punishment when
s/he  faces  judgment.  Again,  it  would be  vain  for  us  to  speculate  about  the  exact  nature  of  divine eternal
punishment. 

By the way, the lazy servant is told he could have least left it with the bankers (Greek trapeza ‘table’, that
is, a table where money changers sat and kept their coins for exchanging money, and who also kept money and
paid interest). This is the bare minimum – what a lazy Christian at least would do. 

This is a rather straight-forward parable. A good goal would be to focus on encouraging people to become
active in serving in the church or fellowship, and talking about how new people could begin to take “baby steps”
in doing so, or how older people could take on newer challenges. You may want to refer to previous studies on
spiritual gifts. 

Questions.

How are: the master;  the good servants; the bad servant?  What is the context in which Jesus told this
parable? What does that say about its meaning? 

What does this say about the time that Jesus is gone? About his return? What will he do to the ungodly?
According to this parable, what is the reason for punishing the ungodly? Is this a good reason for God to do so?
Why? 

Are you “talented”? What are “talents” for us? What spiritual abilities do you have? How can you use these
to serve God, say, in the church or fellowship? Natural abilities? How can you use natural abilities to serve
God? How could you start out serving in small ways? How do you “earn” talents for God? Does that mean you
actually accomplish something of worth for God on your own? 

What is the difference between a spiritual gift (like teaching, encouraging, spiritual leadership, worship...)
and a natural gift (like teaching, musical ability, administrative ability...)? Why is important to distinguish these
types of gifts?

Besides abilities, what else do talents represent? That is, what are other things God has given us, which we
are to use wisely for him? (for example: our time; opportunities; life itself; the gospel; our faith; etc.) 

Why do you think God gives more “talents” to certain people than others? (There may be no good answer
here, but it may generate discussion; but ultimately, we should realize that God is fair and he knows what he’s
doing.) 

Why did the master commend the good servants?  What  was he happy about  – earning money,  or the
servants’ behavior? Why is God pleased with our service? Is it possible to base our lives on trying to do things
to make him happy? To earn his approval? How can this be an unhealthy mentality? How often do you fall into
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this spiritual trap? In what way is this legalistic? What then is the motivation for our service to be? (e.g., a
deeper, more intimate relationship with Christ; knowing God more...) 

Why does God reward us for our service? Do we deserve it? Would it be a good idea to make heavenly
reward the focus or motivation of our service? In what ways to Christians equate wealth and material success
with  God’s  blessing?  Is  this  a  correct  inference  to  make?  How is  this  unhealthy? How can  this  harm us
spiritually? Our witness? What kind of ‘reward’ should we focus on? (e.g., a deeper, more intimate relationship
with Christ; knowing God more...) 

In what ways do we horde God’s gifts, treat them as our own? or use them on ourselves? What should you
do with all your spiritual gifts, natural gifts, and other blessings? If you have wealth, what should you do with
it? 

Why is the master so upset with the lazy servant? Who does this represent? Can we lose our salvation for
being bad servants? Why does God take from those with nothing and give to those who have everything? Is this
fair? Also, what then happens to believers who serve, but don’t serve very faithfully, or not much at all? See 1
Cor. 3:10-15. 

What wrong attitudes does the lazy servant have toward the master? Likewise, what wrong attitudes do the
ungodly and unsaved hold toward God? 

Do you think the one-talent servant displays a victim mentality? How is that harmful for us? In what ways
do we indulge in it? (e.g., self-pity, lack of confidence about spiritual  service...) How does that hinder our
service and faith? In your service, are you a “victim” or “whiner”, or a victorious believer? 

Does this just apply to the end times? How can apply during our lives? Can we gain more “talents” during
our lives by serving faithfully? How can you grow in service and spiritual responsbility? How so? Can you give
some actual examples? (Now does this seem more fair than God just giving unequal amounts to different people
for apparently no reason?) 

How does this parable also apply to spiritual growth? Explain the following sayings: 
• “When God gives you light [=insight, wisdom], if you live up to that light, God gives you more.” 
• “Use it or lose it.”

What are the main lessons of this parable? 

Prayer. 
Be sure to pray. There’s a lot to pray about here, you know... 
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